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A turning point has been reached 1n the history of
Memphis State University.
In announcing the appointment of a full time Director
of Alumni Affairs, President Cecil C. Humphreys recognized the potential of the university's alumni and the need
of a strong and effective alumni association.

SUPPORT

The contributions made by our alumni in their varied
fields of interest have been many in recent years, but the
university has often overlooked its alumni when asking for
support, in favor of local leadership .

YOUR

This perhaps was a move of necessity due to the problems brought on by the rapid growth of this institution
during the postwar years. During this time many of our
alumni were still struggling to establish themselves.
It is now our turn to accept the responsibility of leadership in promoting Memphis State. Who is more directly
concerned with the progress of our university-the interested bystander who has lent a hand-or the alumnus who
has shared in the advancements of the university? Whether
it be West Tennessee State Normal School, State Teachers
College, Memphis State College or Memphis State University that we attended, we can all take pride in the
emergence of the dynamic university that stands today. It
still belongs to us and we must belong to it.
Let us, therefore, accept the challenge that the university
has handed us. Let us do our part in supporting this program. How can you as an individual be of help? Alone, a
single vo ice might be lost in the multitudes, but when your
voice is a part of a strong Alumni Association, it will be
heard. The whisper of a sing le opinion, blended with others
to form a booming shout, will be effective and will achieve
progress.

•

•

•

We hope that you enjoy thi s first issue of the new
COLUMNS . In the future the substance of this magazine
will be determined by your interests. We invite your commerits or criticisms and would especially appreciate your
ideas for future issues.

FGL
The Columns is published by the Memphis State University Alumni
Association, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tennessee, 38 111.
Subscription included with 1964-65 membership in the Alumni
Association. Annual dues $5 .00.
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'·But," pointed out Jack McNeil, president of the Alumni
Association , "if our Association is to grow to a smooth
working organization that will stand solidly behind the
university, we need the support of every single alumnus."
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One of the prime problems, emphasized Mr. Land, in
getting an effective alumni program started is the fact that
literally thousands of Memphis State alumni are not on
the Association's mailing lists due to incomplete records in
the past, improper addresses or name changes of women
who have married.
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our alumni has made the task of rebuilding interest in
Memphis State a difficult one," he is confident that the
"possibility is there and that the job can be done ."
In reviewing the alumni program of the past, Mr. Land
expressed praise for "those who have started the organization and who built it to the point where it would warrant a full-time administrator." H e referred to Mr. Harry
Woodbury, who "has given freely of his time at a personal
sacrifice to get our alumni program on its feet."
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"Our current roll lists approximately 9,000 out of an
estimated 55,000 who have attended Memphis State since
1912 and are considered Memphis State alumni. Once
active in university affairs, lack of contact has caused
many of these people to lose interest in Memphis State.
"We welcome any information concerning our alumni
and feel that some of our current members know someone who might be in the 'lost legion' category. We hope
that these members will supply us with any of the names
and addresses possible of our lost alums."
In looking to the future the Association has planned
a number of changes designed to strengthen and ·expand
the organization.
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In the future the substance of t 1s magazin e
will be determined by your interests. We invite your comme11ts or criticisms and would especially appreciate your
ideas for future issues.
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The Columns is published by the Memphis State University Alumni
Association, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tennessee, 38111:
Subscription included with 1964-65 membership in the Alumni
Association. Annual dues $5.00.
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HE ON LY hm1t to our f uturc success 1.s t h at 1·1m1t
which we se t for ourselves." T hi s was th e statement of
the newly a ppointed Director of Alumni Affairs at M em-·
phis State m describing the outl ook for the M emphis
Sta te Alumni Associa tion.
A s th e first step in an effort to bring
to life an eff ective nationw ide Alumni
A ssociation, President Cecil C. Humphreys has hired Frank Land, Class of
1958 as th e first full-tim e coordinat or
of th e alumni program .
Mr. Land, in launching his program, is "well awa re of
the limitations of the past," having been out of the city
for several years and in the "lost alumni" category. While
he is the first to admit that "lack of communications with
our alumni has made the task of rebuilding interest in
Memphis State a difficult one," he is confident that the
" possibility is there and that the job can be done."
In reviewing the alumni program of the past, Mr. Land
expressed praise for "those who have started the organization and who built it to the point where it would warrant a full-t ime administrator." H e referred to Mr. H arry
Woodbury, who "has given freely of his time at a personal
sacrifice to get our alumni program on its feet."
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One of the prime problems, emphasized Mr. Land, in
getting an effective alumni program started is the fact that
literally thousands of M emphis State alumni are not on
the Associa tion's mailing lists due to incomplete records in
the past, improper addresses or name changes of women
who have married .
"Our current roll lists approximately 9,000 out of an
estimated 55,000 who have attended Memphis State since
1912 and are considered M emphis State alumni. Once
active in university affairs, lack of contact has caused
many of these people to lose interest in Memphis State.
"We welcome any information concerning our alumni
and fee l tha t some of our current members know someone who might be in the 'lost legion' category. We hope
that these members will supply us with any of the names
and addresses possible of our lost alums."
In looking to the future the Association has planned
a number of changes designed to strengthen and ·expand
the organization.
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1964-65 Alumni Program

One of the highlights of the 1964 program, outlined at
the Feb. 22 meeting of the Association's Executive Board
and Advisory Council was the announcement of a new
quarterly magazine adopting the familiar name, the
"Columns." This publication will replace its namesake,
the former eight-page bulletin that contained mostly
campus news, and will be offered to dues-paying members
of the Association. This is a departure from the past,
when the bulletin was sent to all alumni regardless of their
financia l support.
Periodically a bulletin relating campus n ews will also be
sent to the entire alumni roll.
Another point in the program deals with the establishment of new alumni chapters in many cities where there
is a concentration of MSU alums.
"Our university is becoming well-known throughout the
country due to its success in athletics," Mr. McNeil remarked, "and in recent years our alumni have moved to
all parts of the world. To accomplish the dual purpose of
promoting the programs of M emphis State on a national
basis and to be a ble to provide out-of-town alumni with a
means of maintaining the old friendship with the university, new alumni chapters are being considered for many
cities."
"Cities such as Jackson, Mississippi ; New Orleans, Louisiana; H ouston, Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas; Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville, K entucky ; St. Louis and Kansas
City, Missouri, among others have an adequate number of
M emphis State alums to consider starting a chapter."
"W e hope to travel to as many of our existing chapters,
and to establish as many new chapters as time and resources permit to bring a part of the campus to our
alumni," Mr. M cNeil added.
Another phase of the new chapter program is establishment of alumni chapters within the various professional
schools of the university. On March 25, an organizational
meeting of the first professional alumni chapter was held
to approve a constitution and elect officers. The Law
School Alumni chapter is composed of graduates of the
M emphis State School of Law and graduates of the University of M emphis Law School who received degrees
from Memphis State last year.
The point was brought out in regard to the establishment of professional alumni chapters that with school in
session from 6: 30 a.m. to 9 p .m. and three graduating
classes each year, "our students do not fe el close to their
own graduating class. It is our belief that many of our
students today have deeper affection and closer ties to
their major school."

Ticket Priority for M SU Alumni
As work progresses on Memphis' new 13,000-seat Coliseum and the 55,000-seat football stadium, a new athletic
ticket priority system is shaping up, which will benefit
alumni who join the Association.
"In the past, with the limited seating capacity of the
MSU Field House and Crump Stadium, our alumni often
had very poor seats or were unable even to get tickets for
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M emphis State games," Mr. Land explained.
"The new system will allow members of the Alumni
Association a priority in purchasing basketball and football
tickets similar to that of most large universities across the
country."
Under the new system, first priority (first choice ) will
be given to people renewing season ticket orders. Second
priority will be given to members of the Alumni Association and support groups (Highland Hundred, Tiger Club
and Greater M emphis State ) ordering season tickets for
the first time. Third priority will be for others ordering
season tickets for the first time.
This system will also be used in assigning seats for individual game tickets. Further information will be mailed
to all alumni in M emphis and surrounding areas sometime
in April.
"With more choice seats available in the larger arenas,
and with the advantages of this priority system, we feel
the members of the Association will derive an added benefit from their membership," stated Mr. Land.
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Alumni Dues Incr eased

Because the Executive Council and Advisory Board of
the Alumni Association reached the decision that the
current alumni budget would not accommodate the broadening of the alumni program, a resolution was passed at
the Feb. 22 meeting which provides for the raising of
Alumni Association dues to $5.00, effective July 1, 1964.
"In order to publish a quarterly alumni magazine, provide more frequent alumni bulletins and other programs
designed to bring the alumni back more frequent ly to
M emphis State, and to allow the Alumni Association to
perform its essential purpose of advancing the interest and
welfare of the university, the raise was essential," expressed members of the group.
Currently a very small number of people pay the $2.00
ann·ual dues and h ave carried the program each year for
the others who have never been members. Because the
new program cannot operate in this fashion, the benefits
of its magazine, ticket priorities and other activities will go
to members of the Association who provide the funds
for the budget by paying their dues.
Another point made was that to compete with other
universities comparable in size to MSU, the dues would
have to be proportionately larger and would have to be
significant enough that people would remember to pay
them.
Alumni Day Set for May 9
In an intensive drive to renew interest in the Alumni
Association and to enlist new members, Memphis State's
first Alumni Day has been set for May 9. Beginning with
a 10 a.m . meeting in the MSU auditorium at which Dr.
Humphreys will discuss "Memphis State Needs I ts Alumni,"
the day is designed to provide a special time for alums to
"take part in building a strong, effective Association."
Alumni who attend will spend part of the day contacting five other MSU alums assigned to them, encouraging these people to join the association. An informal
supper late in the afternoon will provide a time for
friendly reunion.

THE CO LUMN S
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Chucalissa Ind ian Town provides unique
classroom for MSU anthropol_ogy students

I I

OUR 12-ACRE CLASSROOM (co ntinu ed )

Dwellings seen from across the plaza in the rebuilt
village (top) and, (below) members of the drama
department in a scene from one of their annual outdoor pageants held in the amphitheatre at Chucalissa.

of the Memphis State campus, in a
densely wooded area near the banks of the Mississippi
River, students do classwork in a 12-acre classroom.
Here, where the packed dust of a forgotten Indian village once swirled over vicious stickball games involving
hundreds of Indians, anthropology and sociology students
of the university delve gently today into the fact-giving
layers of protective earth.
This is Chucalissa Indian Town, anthropological study
site of Memphis State University.
Chucalissa ( which is Choctaw for "Abandoned Town" )
lay quietly undisturbed from a day sometime after a visit
by Hernando DeSoto in 1541 until a morning some four
centuries later when a crew from a Civilian Conservation
Corps work gang, clearing brush and trees for a camp
site, uncovered an outlying section of the town. This was
in the late 1930's and it was almost 30 years later, in January of 1962, that the town became the property of
Memphis State.
Today, the area is a beehive of activity. During favorable weather, Memphis State students put classroom theory
into practice and carefully dig into an ever-widening page
of history.
The site boasts a rebuilt village setting, complete with
grass thatched huts and a great conical temple on its flattopped mound, an excavated cemetery group with 40
burials on exhibit, and a new, modern museum, so that,
although the project is far from finished, visitors to Chucalissa already may leave with the sensation of having had
an intimate glimpse into the elan vital of a forgotten and
alien culture.
Chucalissa's exhibits· and its quaint atmosphere attract
tourists from every state and from most of the world's
countries, but its primary function and focus is educational; six to ten thousand students from kindergarten to
college take the grand tour annually, and since 1958
summer archa:ological field schools have been held for
college students, who come from as far afield as Washington University and Vassar. Its acquisition by Memphis
State has acted to heighten emphasis on education and on
research; with one archa:ological expedition accomplished
and several more planned, Chucalissa promises, in addition
to continuing to unfold and portray its own story, to become the central clearing house for western Tennessee
archa:ology.
MILES

SOUTH

Students on a field trip get practical application of
techniques learned in class (top). A village inhabitant (below), Betty John, works at the crafts which
she sells; her child, Sandra Kay, who was born at
Chucalissa, watches.

Most credit for the renovation and continued prosperity
of Chucalissa as a historical monument, anthropological
study site and tourist mecca must be heaped on the slender
frame of Dr. Charles H. Nash, director of the museum and
village, in addition to his teaching duties in sociology and
anthropology at Memphis State.
Members ·of the university's speech and drama department hold annual outdoor pageants in the amphitheatre
at Chucalissa in an ambitious drama venture having similarities to the Smoky Mountains' "Unto These Hills."
Three Choctaw families live at the reconstructed village
and serve as guides while they further their own education .
The families, numbering 13 individuals, are from Choctaw areas of Mississippi. Actually, as far as can be determined, the Tunicas inhabited the town that was deserted.
Dr. Nash and his staff have unearthed, by using radiocarbon and other methods of analysis, data that Chucalissa
( or whatever was the name of the town) existed for at
least 600 years, and probably longer.
More than 75 burials have been discovered since 1955,
furnishing invaluable data about the inhabitants themselves. For instance:
They were a short people, the average height of the men
being 5' -6".
Average life expectancy was 35 to 40 years, due largely
to a high infant mortality rate.
There were, as in any population, knock-kneed, pigeontoed, bowlegged and buck-toothed Chucalissians.
Intentional head deformation was practiced, albeit infrequently, while the cradleboard flattening of the back of
the head was common.
A trip to Chucalissa now is immeasurably easier than
it was during the days of its glory. Modern highways and
roads lead directly south eight miles from downtown
Memphis, then westward to the bluff overlooking the timeless Mississippi River. Beyond the museum, nestled on the
blufT's edge and encircled by a woven sapling fence, lies
the old town, slowly awakening from its long sleep.
Chucalissa, as an institution, proposes to be more than
a window on a dead world.
As the mystery of this "Abandoned Town" diminishes,
the knowledge of Memphis State University increases.
( Portions of this article were taken from a descriptive
narrative that appeared in Tennessee Historical Quarterly,
written by Charles H. Nash and Rodney Gates, Jr.)
SPRING 1964
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by
Colonel Marvin L. Jacobs (USA, Ret.)

EACH

DOLLAR invested in physical plant at a university
becomes a long-term investment which is literally set in
concrete. But more than this, a university is a complex
community influenced constantly by the sociological, economic and academic pressures generated by man's search
for knowledge and how best to impart it to others, and
by the world-wide problem of education for an exploding
population.
How is Memphis State University approaching this
problem of physical containment for the flood of educational demands needing immobile structures carefu lly designed to meet immense, ever-changing requirements?

The Demand: A Triple Explosion

Educational institutions, particu larly the state-supported
ones, are influenced by a triple explosion : population,
education and urbanization. This statement is amply supported by experience at M emphis State in recent years and
a study published by the Southern Regional Education
Board, "Statistics for the Sixties."
The study reveals that college enrollment will increase
250 to 300 per cent by 1980. In 1950, 27 per cent of the
coll ege age students in the South were enrolled in college;
31 per cent in 1960; a nd 51 per cent will be enrolled in
1970. In 1950, 50 per cent of those enrolled attended
public rnlleges and 50 per cent private ; in 1960 it was 6 1
per cent versus 39 per cent ; and in 1970 it will be 70 per
cent versus 30 per cent.
A plot of enrollment trends at the university against
population for the city of M emphis reflects, by the steep
angle between the lines, the triple impetus from increasing
population, increasing education per citizen and increasing
use of the publicly assisted colleges, particularly in large
cities.
PHOTOGRAPHED FOR THE COLUMNS by Gil M ichael

This is true despite the fact that the first of the postWorld War II babies will not reach college until 1964.
By 1970 Memphis State Un iversity will have 14,000 to
15,000 students enroll ed and double that number by the
1978-80 period. The university must be ready to meet this
geometrica lly expand ing dem and for land and facilities as
it materializes.
The Supply: Packed by 1973

The Memphis State campus, which is actually somewhat smaller today than it was when founded as a teacher's
college in 1912, wi ll be essentially fully utilized between
1970 and 1973; in fact, it will be necessary to acquire
seven acres on the north side of the campus to provide
space for dormitory construction.
New building construction on the 85 acres will create a
campus largely devoid of space for athletic and physical
educational activities, band practice, and ROTC drill. A
distinctly unbalanced campus would result.
To restore a balanced campus, about 39 acres south of
the campus will be needed well before 1970. This will
provide a final campus area of about 124 acres, including
intersecting streets and a railroad. The north part of the
campus will be devoted to single student residences, the
central part to instructional and administrative uses and
th e ·south part to athletic, physical education, ROTC,
band and similar activities with four major parking areas
spaced throughout.
Even though parking is only remotely related to education, MSU has problems peculiar to it .
M emphis State is an urban university with less than 20
per cent of its stu dents living on campus. Most of the
remainder · commute to the university in privately~owned
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GROWING PAINS AT MEMPHIS STATE (continued)
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Research programs are in their infancy at Memphis
State University, but they have been initiated and will
certainly grow. Additional offerings demanded by a large
and dynamic metropolitan area are inevitable and increases in graduate level programs are also a certainty.
Many of these requirements for space will be met by
double use of certain areas but some special facilities and
construction definitely will be needed if these programs are
to be pursued with energy.
The campus will also become · increasingly inadequate
as the general student population soars beyond 15,000.
This will certainly occur before 1970. The university col!ld
solve this deficiency by establishing lower division schools
on another campus.
The campus, as planned for 1970 with its 15,000 or
more students, will be deficient in residential facilities of
all types.
Dormitory facilities for single students are always oversubscribed and MSU is steadily attracting a larger percentage of out-of-city and out-of-state students.
Family stl!dent housing is now a necessity. About 20 per
cent of today's students are married. Enlargement of research activities, together with increased offerings and

]

l

participation in graduate level education, will raise the
demand for family student housing .. If only one or two
out of ten married students can be accommodated it will
require around 450 apartments. Properly managed, these
apartments are self-liquidating and therefore place no
burden on the public treasury.
Faculty,housing, both single and married types, are badly
needed, particularly for a rapidly growing university.
Ability to offer this kind of fringe benefit will be a material
factor in attracting well qualified faculty members and
the enlargement of research activities and graduate level
offerings, with accompanying grants, aids and fellowships,
will also increase the demand.
There is no possibility of providing family student housing, faculty housing or fraternity house space on the existing campus of Memphis State University now or in the
future. In fact, the 69 student family houses ( temporary
frame buildings ) now on the campus will be removed to
make space for new and modern non-residential facil~ties.
Just exactly how Memphis State will solve the problems
of land space and facilities locations after 1970 has not yet
been decided, but you can be definitely assured that every
possible effort is being made to sift the many inter-related
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Space is at a premium as increased enrollment tightens parking, requires more dormitory ·rooms and reduces area for athletics,
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cars. Efforts to persuade students to form car pools and
use the city bus syste,m to a greater extent have met with
only very limited suc':ess. By 1910 the university expects
to have about 1,800 parking spaces on the present ·campus
and a need for about 2,500 more spaces. This need will
be partially met ·by using the block bounded by Houston,
Spottswood, Echles and Southern.
The question is often asked, "Why . not use multiplestory parking garages?" This solution is not justified as
long as land can be obtained and paved for parking at less
cost per parking space than per space in a garage. At the
present time the cost differential is decidedly in favor of
surface parking.
The 124-acre plan has been derived from a careful
study which includes consideration of all the various factors
related to land uses and values. It provides a campus for
15,000 full y enrolled students within the present scope of
university activities.
' The Deficiency: land Space and Buildings
The 124-acre campus will not meet the instructional
facilities requirements for a student population · greater
than 15,000 and it is deficient in a number of respects
even for that enrollment.
The existing campus could accommodate more than
15,000 students by using high rise buildings and multiplestory parking garages. Only the outdoor activities ( athletics, physical education, etc. ) demand land space which
cannot equally well use multi-storied spaces.
10

considerations for a solution well in advance of that year.
It is possible that the Kennedy Hospital area, which is
less than a mile from M emphis State, may become available. Other possibilities include help from Memphis
Housing Authority through Urban Renewal and acquisition of a sizable tract directly east of M emphis under very
favorable conditions, as well as other additions both near
and far from the campus. Negotiations with the parties
concerned are constantly underway, but agreements on
which decisions can be based are not presently possible.
Imagine taking measurements for a suit to be fitted to a
growmg boy who changes a size or two even while you
turn to pick up the pins and tailor's marking chalk.
Physical plant planning at Memphis State University fits
into the same category. The campus planner dreams of
a world in which all the complex, overlapping and vague
factors which he must consider at least freeze in place just
long enough for him to measure their present funds available. Unfortunately, his lot in life is unique, for his dreams
are made of firmer stuff than reality.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
COLONEL MARVIN L. JACOBS, form er district engineer
for the U. S. Army Engineer District in M emphis, is now
Direc tor of D evelopm ent at MSU . H e attended the U. S.
Military Academy at W est Point and received his master's
degree in civil engineering from the University . of Illinois.
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FACULTY NEWS
DIRECTOR NAMED
A retired Army finance and accounting officer was named by Dr.
Cecil C. Humphreys to the new pos!tion · of personnel director for the university.
Haskel D. Harrison, a retired major,
heads the new department concerned
with nonacademic workers who support the faculty in maintenance, secretarial work, etc. In the past, each
department handled the hiring of these
workers.
Mr. Harrison has conducted a survey
this spring categorizing various departments and the responsibilities of each.
He is originally from southwest Arkansas and worked at the Memphis
General Depot from 1958 until his retirement after 21 years Army service
in July, 1963.

Mr. Harrison

Dr. To.n ning

DR. TONNING ON SALES
One of Memphis State's most prolific
writers and speakers is Dr. Wayland
A. Tonning, professor of Marketing, in
charge of the sales major.
In addition to guest speaker assignments that have taken him from coast
to coast this year, Dr. Tonning has
written a book, Measurement and
Evaluation of Salesmen's Performance,
which is now at Prentiss Hall due for
publication in June.
Some other of his recent articles include "Why Johnny Can't Sell" in Sales
and Marketing Today and "What is
Your Image?" for Pest Control Magazine.
Dr. Tonning's talks have taken him
to meetings of the South California
Pest Control Operators, the Tennessee
Industrial Personnel Management Association, the Pi Sigma Epsilon National Convention and the Tennessee
Florists Association.
TREATISE TRANSLATED
Members of two departments at
Memphis State have combined their
talents to bring a great German
treatise into the English language.
Mrs. Vera Deutsch, Language Department, and Dr. W. B. Barton Jr.,
chairman of the Philosophy Department, are working on a translatio_n of
Martin Heidegger's opus, "Die Fragge
nach dem Ding," translated reading,
"The Question Concerning the Thing.
The philosophical treatise will be
published this summer by Henry Regnery Co. of Chicago.
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WATER RESEARCHER
A member of the biology faculty is
conducting research that may, he
hopes, lead to a discovery that will do
away with soapsuds in drinking water.
Victor Feisal, assistant professor of
biology, is probing "Bacteria Utilization of Detergents."
His primary goal, Mr. Feisal said, is
to prove to manufacturers that "disappearing detergents" don't really disappear.
To aid in his research, the National
Science Foundation granted Mr. Feisal
$2,000 last September to help with
research expense.
In recent years, more and more often
detergent suds are appearing in drinking water despite purification processes.
Mr. Feisal thinks this is a result of
a trend by manufacturers toward producing "hard," or stronger, detergents.
He thinks the problem may be solved
if more "soft" detergents are manufactured.
Mr. Feisal, who is originally from
Cardwell, Mo., began working on the
problem while preparing his dissertation at the University of Georgia. His
doctorate is now pending.
WHO'S WHO
Dr. C. C. Humphreys heads the list
of Memphis educators named to the
1963-64 edition of Who's Who in America. Other Memphis State administrators listed were: Dr. Herbert J. Markle,
dean of the School of Business; R. M.
Robison, dean of students; Dr. Walter
R. Smith, dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences and Dr. John W. Richardson, dean of the Graduate School.
DR. PHILLIPS ELECTED
Dr. Elizabeth Phillips, English Department. was elected vice president
. of the Tennessee Philological Society
during its annual meeting at the University of the South
at Sewanee, Tenn.
Dr. Phillips, who
has been a member
of the association
for about 10 years,
will serve during
this year with Dr.
Gerald Wade of the
University
of
Tennessee, who was
Dr. Phillips
elected president.
NEW TENNIS COACH
Richard Eugene "Gene" Jernigan, a
1954 graduate of Murry State College,
is the new tennis team coach at Memphis State. Originally from Dyersburg,
Tenn., Mr. Jernigan won the city tennis tournaments there three times and
managed the Dyersburg courts for six
seasons. He is married to the former
Marian Milner of Dyersburg, who attended Memphis State in 1950-52.

STUDENJ'S STUDIED
Dr, Holger W. Anderson, Psychology
Department, in an article published in
"American Psychologist," pointed out
that most students majoring in psychology wander far
afield in their selection of a minor
study area.
From a study of
major-minor relationships since 1948,.
Dr. Anderson pointed out that "of the
fields usually considDr. Anderson
ered closest to psychology, only· sociology is used to any
appreciable extent as a minor . field."
"The most conspicuous finding is
that nearly half the minors-49 per
cent- are in history, English, and foreign languages.

DR. RIGGS ON McKELLAR
Dr. Joseph Riggs, speech department,
published an article in "Southern Speech
Journal" this spring that tells about
the late Senator Kenneth McKellar as
viewed through Dr.
Riggs' research.
Dr. Riggs has been
entrusted with the
care of 12 tons of
correspondence, arti-,
cles and unpublished
notes of the late
senator from Tennessee.
His article in
Dr. Riggs
"Southern Speech
Journal" pointed out that Senator McKellar was "a man who knew well the
importance of the preservation of documents related to a time or place
where history was being made."
Since the opening of the collection
in 1960, Dr. Riggs wrote, scholars have
come from Marquette, Harvard, Princeton, Florida State, Brooklyn College,
the University of Kentucky and the
University of Wisconsin to Memphis to
study the collection, which is housed
in the Memphis Public Library main
building.

DIRECTOR FROM OUBA
Dr. Virgillio Gavilondo, who joined
the university faculty this year in the
new Modern Language Laboratory as
director, holds a keen insight into
Cuban affairs.
Originally from that island country,
Dr. Gavilondo left in 1962 with other
Cuban refugees and was brought to
Memphis through a connection with the
Baptist church. After he arrived in
Tennessee, he applied and was accepted
at Memphis State.
Until he left Cuba, Dr. Gavilondo had
worked as a lawyer and at one time
was city attorney in Havana.

SPEAKING SCHEDULE
A heavy speaking schedule for Dr. C.
C. Humphreys in May includes an
address to the meeting of the State
Department of Personnel at the Peabody in Memphis May 6, an honor's
day program at Delta State College,
Mississippi May 14, commencement address at Grove High School in Paris,
Tennessee May 15 and the Senath,
Missouri High School commencement
May 22.

DR. HAYNES SPEAKS
Dr. Ford Haynes, professor of administration and supervision, spoke at the
annual convention of the Tennessee
Personnel and Guidance Association at
Nashville this spring. He spoke on
"The Need for Improved Public Relations in Guidance."
FACULTY AT T.E.A.
The university was ably represented
at this spring's meeting of the Tennes·see Education Association convention,
which was held in Chattanooga.
Dr. Cecil C. Humphreys presented a
program for the Tennessee College Association section. Academic Dean John
B. Morris spoke on institutional research as part of Dr. Humphreys' program.
Mrs. Velma Heatherly, professor of
French, presided at a sectional meeting
of French teachers and Dr. Robert Lee
Ogle directed a meeting on industrial
arts. Dr. R. J. Coltharp served with
Dr. Ogle as a panelist.
Elma Roane, associate professor of
health and physical education, directed
a program in her field and Dr. Earl
Crader spoke to the group's county
superintendents.
BOOK PUBLISHED
Dr. Lonnie J. White, associate professor of history has written a book,
Politics on the Southwestern Frontier :
Arkansas Territory 1819-1836, which
was published by the Memphis State
University Press.
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REGISTRARS MEETING
Four university officials attended the
annual Tennessee Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
meeting in Nashville in April. They
were Dr. John W. Richardson, dean of
the Graduate School; R. P. Clark, dean
of admissions; Nolen E. Bradley, assistant dean of admissions and John Y.
Eubank, director of loans and scholarships.

Merlin Dailey shows his first-place painting to Mrs. Harland Smith
of Brooks Art League and Mr. Robert Goldsmith, who awarded the
$1,000 purchase prize.
ART FACULTY WINS
Members of the university Art Department faculty swept away all top
honors in the annual Mid-South Exhibition held at Brooks Gallery in
Memphis.
Merlin C. Dailey won the $1,000 purchase prize with his painting, "Interior with New Objects."
William Christenberry won a $100
prize in the oil painting category for
his "Progenitor" and Harris Sorrelle
won a similar award for his entry in
sculpture, titled "Bicycle Rack."
Mr. Dailey has been a member of
the university faculty for four years
and Mr. Christenberry and Mr. Sorrelle have been associated with Memphis State for two years.

DIPLOMATIC PAPERS
Dr. George B. Leon, of the history
department, has completed work on his
book "Greece and the Great Powers
During the First World War".
Dr. Leon, while on a leave of absence,
did research in the foreign ministry of
Greece for five months during the fall
semester.
He was the first scholar to examine
certain diplomatic papers about World
War I .
In addition to writing his book, Dr.
Leon acquired microfilms for the university library, which he feels will be
of great value to graduate students
at Memphis State.

GRADUATE FACULTY

'

Where do most faculty members of
the Memphis State Graduate School receive their degrees?
The University of Tennessee and
George Peabody Teachers College run
a close race for the honor, but the current Graduate School Bulletin shows
UT leading 10 to 9.
The faculty numbers 108 members,
and they represent 43 schools. Vanderbilt has extended degrees to seven .
members, Arkansas and Illinois are
represented by six, each, and Indiana
has five former students on the Graduate faculty.
Among the other schools represented
are the University of Chicago, Texas,
Northwestern, New York University,
Columbia, Michigan, North Carolina,
Cornell, Yale, Princeton and Harvard.
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PATIO MUSIC-Thomas Ferguson, director of bands at Memphis
State, conducts the university concert and stage bands in outdoor
concerts this spring in front of the student center. The concerts
are becoming a tradition.
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PRINCE PETER VISITS
Prince Peter of Greece, a lieutenant
colonel in his nation's Army, Jed a
group of 22 military leaders from
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
countries in a visit to Memphis State
in March.
The delegation, in the United States
to tour military training facilities, visited Air Force ROTC classes and were
briefed on the 1700,- cadet wing at MSU
by Lt. Col. Ellis Jones, professor of Air
Science.
During a coffee and doughnut reception in the basement of Jones Hall,
.Prince Peter and other members of the
delegation were introduced to members
of the Memphis State faculty and administration.

For his promotion of Memphis to the state, nation and world,
Dr. C. C. Humphreys was chosen for the third annual Community
Salesman's Award by the Memphis Sales Executives Club. He follows
two widely known Memphis businessmen.
Pictured is Dr. Humphreys (left) discussing his presentation with
~oe Davis, chairman of the club.
ENGINEERING HEADS NAMED
Dr. Frederic H. Kellogg and Dr. Silvo
Spigolon have accepted positions in the
new Graduate School of Engineering.
Both come to Memphis State from
the University of Mississippi. Dr. Kellogg was dean of the Engineering
School and Dr. Spigolon was acting
chairman of the Civil Engineering department at Ole Miss.

Dr. Kellogg
Dr. Spigolon
The MSU Graduate School of Engineering was created through a $100,000
gift to the State Board of Education by
Mr. and Mrs. H e rbert Herff. It is the
first such school to be established in
Tennessee with a gift from a private
source.
The program will operate within the
framework of the present Memphis
State Graduate School. Courses will
be offered next fall.
SUMMER THEATER
The first summer repertory theater
program will be conducted at Memphis
State this summer, under the guidance
of Dr. Harry Ausprich and Professor
Bradford White.
Two plays are planned for the summer program, one to be taken from
classic repertory and the other from
the expe rimental or avante-garde styled
production. Dr. Ausprich is chairman
of the MSU Speech and Drama Department.
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SPRING ROLL UP
Spring enrollment at Memphis State
University reached 8,240, according to
Dean of Admissions R. P, Clark. This
represents an increase of 1,090 students
over last spring's enrollment.
The p resent spring enrollment is a
decrease of only 210 students from the
fall total of 8,450 and it is the first time
since 1947 that th e increase from one
spring to the next exceeded the increase from one fall to the next during
the same period.
Last fall 's increase over the preceding
fall was about 900 students.
Memphis State· officials had expected
a spring enrollment of about 8,000
students.
NEW T-V MAJOR
The M emphis State Speech and
Drama Department will add a radio
and television major to its program
this fall , according to Dr. Harry Ausprich, chairman of the department.
Several radio and television courses
have been offered at Memphis State in
th e past, but this will be the first time
a major has been offered.
Courses in production, direction, and
performance will be stressed in the
program which will require a minimum
of 21 hours for the m ajo r . WKNO-TV,
an educational television station located on the MSU campus, has offered
its studios as laboratories for the stud e nts.
Among the courses offered will be
dramatic writing for radio and television, programming and station management.
Dr. Ausprich also announ ced that a
graduate minor will be offered n ext
fall. Nine hours of work in speech
will be r equired for the minor.
MSU will host a high school Forensics Institute this summe r , with students being directed in the six-week
program by Michael Schon.

MATH INSTITUTE
The National Science Foundation has
awarded a $45,000 grant to Memphis
State to finance a mathematics institute for high school instructors. The
institute will be June 22 - August 14 at
MSU.
Dr. H. S. Kaltenborn, chairman of
the Mathematics Department, said
teachers will reecive $600 plus travel
allowance for their part in the institute. They may also receive up to $120
in dependency allowance.
Similar institutes were conducted at
Memphis State in 1959, 1960 and 1962.

Dr. Kaltenborn
Mr. Schon
DRAMA VISITORS
More than 200 high school speech
and drama students from West Tennessee competed in a district contest
held at Memphis State in February.
Michael P. Schon, who joined the Memphis State faculty this year as director
of Forensics, served as tournament director. Winners competed on the state
leve l at Murfreesboro.
CENTER HAS 100
The University of Tennessee-Memphis
State Center for Advanced Graduate
Study in Education has reached an enrollment of more than 100 since it was
opened in 1962.
,
Dr. Archie Dykes and Dr. Harl'y F.
Hodge direct the center, which offers
students a doctorate in education from
Tennessee.
Students, most •of them administrators and teachers from West Tennessee, Arkansas and Missouri, meet once
a week for three credit hours. Four
co urses are currently being offered .
After students have completed onefourth of their work at Memphis State,
they are r equired to complete their requirements at the Knoxville campus,
since the degree is conferred by Tennessee.
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EDUCATION GIFTS
Memphis State University was one of
several schools throughout the MidSouth which recently received about
$3,000 worth of visual equipment from
the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company_
Included in the equipment were 10
regular overhead projectors, a portable
overhead projector, two copying machines, and transparency. film and copy
paper.
BUSINESS RESEARCH
·The third "Memphis State University
Business Review," published bi-monthly by the MSU Bureau of Busin¢ss R esearch, went to subscribers last month
with the information that personal income in Tennessee in 1963 showed a
considerable gain over the 1962 income.
The Bureau of Business Research began full-time operation at Memphis
State last September, with Dr. Ronald
Carrier and Paul Lowry in charge.
Work is now being completed by the
bureau on monographs on real estate,
retail trade, agriculture and a review
of the Mid-South economy.
The bureau has been selected to participate in research for the proposed
multi-million dollar Wolf River Project
· in Shelby County. An economic feasibility study of a proposed dam to create
a recreational reservoir on the river,
two miles east of the Shelby County
Penal Farm, will be undertaken by the
bureau.
.
The study, which is expected to take
about three months to complete at a
cost of $18,000, will determine a benefit cost ratio which will determine if it
is economically feasible to build the
dam. Included in the study will be an
estimation of all benefits accruing from
construction of recreational faciliti es
and a projection of a demand for this
type recreation and an estimation of
the number of persons who will use
the facilities each year.
The bureau also is participating with
Hammer and Associates of Washington,
D . C., on the economic base study of
Memphis and Shelby County which is
a part of a Memphis-Shelby County
transportation study. The bureau has
the responsibility of updating the economic phase of the study.
Other developments by the bureau include the establishment of a Research
Roundtable and a Business Outlook
Conference for business leaders.
The, conferences were on the Memphis State campus last fall, and the bu
reau expects them to become annual
events.
0

WILSON FELLOW
This spring's sole Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship recipient at the university
was Miss Sandra G. Dudley of P ensacola, Fla. Miss Dudley is majoring in
German and Spanish and is minoring
in French. Her grant was to do graduate work in linguistics.
NEW LAW FRATERNITY
Phi Delta, a new professional legal
fraternity, was formed this spring at
the university's School of Law.
The fraternity has 15 charter members and will be eligible for affiliation
with Phi Delta Phi national association
in 18 months.
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LOAN~ SCHOLARSHIPS
The Loan and Scholarship office is
one of the busiest at Memphis State,
but its director, John Y. Eubank, says
business will get better.
Mr. Eubank said there are 235 students enrolled at MSU on academic
scholarships offered by his office, and
that total will rise to 250 this fall. The
scholarships are worth $165 per year,
which means that $41,250 will be offered in scholarships this fall.
An additional 200 students are enrolled at Memphis State · on money
loaned by the Federal Government.
This program was begun at MSU in
1958, and since that time almost $400,000
has been loaned. Those currently using
this means of financing their education
have borrowed $130,000, and Mr. Eubank said that the unive rsity has applied for $150,000 for next fall ,
Any Tennessee high school student
who graduates in the upper one-fourth
of his class is eligible to apply for a
scholarship. Students who receive · a
schola,rship must maintain a minimum
C-plus average.
"We are happy for any alumnus to
call our attention to students with academic ability," said Mr. Eubank. "We'll
work with them in any way to help."
"We have seen a slow, but steady
increase in these miscellaneous scholarships," said Mr. Eubank. People are
becoming aware of th e students who
need help and are realizing how much
help they can be."
The miscellaneous scholarships range
in value from $50 to $500.
ASIAN NEWCOMER
Memphis became the new home of
Michiyo Takemoto in November, and
the greatest part of her time for the
next year will be spent on the Memphis State campus.
A student at a university in Kyoto , Japan, Miss Takemoto
decided she would
like to study in the
United States, and
through a Memphis
"pen pal" became acquainted with M emphis and Memphis
_Miss Takemoto State.
Michiyo's dream began to come true
when Mr. and Mrs. Allen C. Thompson
of West Memphis entered the picture
by offering her a place to live while
she is in Memphis.
The 21-year-old junior, entered MSU
in February and plans to study child
psychology. Michiyo said she plans to
return to Japan and write children's
books after h e r studies at MSU.
STUDENT ANNEX
Crowded conditions in the cafeteria
and student center have brought about
the addition of an auxiliary student
center at M emphis State.
The center is located in the old
Training School cafeteria and is being
used primarily by students in the
School of Education, the Physical Education Department and the School of

Law.

Miss Bobby Lynn Morrow, Pi
Beta Phi, is crowned 1963 Homecoming Queen by W. B. Falls, past
president of the Alumni Associa•
tion.
GREEK ACTIVITIES
MSU Greek organizations have been
busy since Hom ecoming, when Alpha
Delta Pi and Sigma Chi won first place
in the display contest.
Most recent competition among the
fraternities and sororities was in the
annual All Sing and Delta Zeta Follies.
Sigma Kappa , singing a medley about
the state of Oklahoma, placed first in
the sorority division of All Sing while
SAE took first place among the fraternities with songs from Alabama.
"Mississippi Medley," following the
general theme of " Songs from Our
United States," won ADPi sorority second place, and "Hawaiian Favorites"
placed Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity seconrl.
In the DZ Follies, AGD sorority and
Lambda Chi fraternity were winners.
"Florence of Arabia" and "The Sale
of Manhattan Island" were the names
of their skits, respectively_
Carole Kinser, an Alpha Garn from
Memphis, was selected DeSoto Beauty
Queen with Altona Harris, Jackson,
T e nnessee , Sigma Kappa first alternate.
Second alternate was Cynthia Robertson, an independent from Clarksville,
Tennessee.
In boys' intramural volleyball, Pi
Kappa Alpha and Kappa Alpha placed
first and second respectively, while the
KA's were champions in basketball
intramurals. SAE was second.
An SAE, Bill Tatum, was elected Mr.
Memphis State, along with Diane Jetton, a member of Alpha Garn, as Miss
Memphis State.
There are now 10 national sororities
at Memphis State including Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Xi Delta, Alpha Phi, Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta, Pi Beta Phi, Sigma
Kappa, Phi Mu and Sigma Delta Tau.
A new - sorority, Delta Gamma, is colonizing, which will bring the fall total
to eleven.
The Interfraternity Council now has
nine members : Acacia, Kappa Alpha,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi and Alpha
Epsilon Pi. There is also an Alpha Tau
Omega colony.
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Tiger Cagers Finish 14-11
Memphis State's basketball team enjoyed its 11th winning
season, and met the best in the U. S. along the way.

Tigers•Risk Winning Streak

A SEASON that took the Memphis State basketball team

Unbeaten in its last 17 games, Memphis State's football team goes into the 1964 season with 21
lettermen and high hopes for another brilliant season.

M
EMPHIS STATE, top football independent in the South
last fall, doesn't figure to give up its throne in 1964. The
Tigers, unbeaten in their last I 7 games, return 22 lette rmen
including All-Americans Harry Schuh, a 260-pound tackle,
and Chuck Brooks, a 235 -pound end. Schu h made the
NEA first team, Brooks, the Football News first team.
Most notable absentee will be Dave Casinelli, the burly
fullback who led the nation in rushing last year with 1,016
yards. Quarterback Russell Vollmer, who with Casinell i
gave Memphis State a tremendous one-two punch , is a lso
gone.
The quarterback chores will be handled by two junior
lettermen, Billy Fletcher a nd Olie Cordill. Both averaged
over five yards a carry as rookies, and Cordill ranked seventh in the U. S. in punting.
R eplacing Casinelli will be a bigger problem for Coach
Billy Murphy, who owns a 43- 14- 1 record in six years with
the Tigers. Frank Ingram, a ha lfback who was injured
early last season, has the power to play fullback and may
be converted.

Memphis State's defense, which ranked third in the
nation a year ago, will be tough again if three or four
replacements can be found at guard and tackle. Of the
fi,·e Tigers who inked professional contracts after the
1963 campaign, four were interior linemen.
M emphis State's unbeaten campaign last fall included a
scoreless tie with Ole Miss (SEC champ and Sugar Bowl
entry) and a 17- 10 win over Mississippi State (winner of
the Liberty Bowl ) . Top returning linemen off that club,
besides Schuh and Brooks, are tackle John (Jumbo )
E\·ans, end Wiley Patterson, guard Don Scroggins and
cenlL:r Doug Woodlief.
In the backfield, Fletcher, Cordill, Butch Travis, Don
McClard and Billy Ray Farmer make the 1964 Tiger
attack look tough. Another plus factor is the return of
g uard Bob Finamore, a tremendous sophomore performer
who missed the entire 1963 campa ign with a broken ankle.

Lots of Grid Laurels
H oNoRs HARVESTED by M emphis State's undefeated football team during the 1963 season include :
Coach Billy (Spook ) Murphy - Detroit Sport Extra
Coach of the Year, member of the Gray coach ing staff in
the Blue-Gray game.
Tackle Harry Schuh-NEA All-America first team, AP
honorable mention, UPI honorable mention, Williamson
honorable mention.
Fullback Dave Casinelli- Williamson All-America second team, NEA honorable mention, AP honorable mention, UPI honorable mention, Detroit Sports Extra honorable mention, played in the North-South game and the
Senior Bowl. Was nation's top rusher in 1963 and tied for
the scoring lead.
End Chuck Brooks- Football News All-America squad,
D etroit Sports Extra honorable mention.
Quarterback Russell Vollmer-A P honorable mention,
Williamson honorable mention, Detroit Sports Extra honorable me9tion, AP back of the week, played in the BlueGray game.
Tackle John Fred Robilio-Sports Illustrated lineman
of the week, played in the Challenge Bowl.
Tackle Richard Quast- played in the Blue-Gray game.

Spring Sports Flourish

COACH CHOSEN

Alan Kosten, a Central High School graduate who
lettered in baseball at the University of Alabama, became
Memphis State's first freshman baseball team coach this
season.
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to almost every corner of the country has ended, and
Coach Dean Ehlers' club, playing an imposing list of
opponents, turned in a 14- 11 record.
Memphis State enjoyed its eleventh straight winning
season, but this was the first time in five years the Tigers
failed to make a post-season tournament.
Bob Neumann, the senior forward from Cincinnati, was
tops in all scoring departments. He scored 518 points to
give him a career total of 1,117, third best at Memphis
State.
Another senior, nifty guard George Kirk from Marion,
Ohio, put on a strong finish to gain the No. 2 spot. Kirk's
14.3 average was second to Neumann's 20.7.
Other Tigers in double figures were guard Tim Morgan
of Sedalia, Mo., with 13.8, and forward John Hillman with
11. 7. Both are juniors. Hillman led rebounders with 234.
Neumann, Kirk and reserve forward Tim Weaver of
West Frankfort, Ill., are the departing seniors on the team.
Together, they scored 940 points, or 47 per cent of the
Tiger total, leaving Coach Ehlers with a sizable problem
when practice opens next October.
Highlights of the campaign included an 18-point victory
over Loyola of Chicago (ranked No. 2 in the U. S. at the
time), a 31-point blitz of DePaul ( 14- 1 and ranked 10th
at that time), and a one-point decision at Creighton (the
Jays' only loss on the home court).

Two big reasons for Memphis State's unbeaten football
season in l963 were All-America tackle Harry Schuh (79) and
halfback Don McClard (20). Both return for the 1964 campaign.
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SPRING SPORTS are off to a fast start at Memphis State,
and early results are particularly pleasing in baseball,
track and golf.
After dropping two of three games in a New Orleans
tournament, Tiger baseballers won seven straight, including
three victories over Arkansas.
Big names in Coach Al Brown's attack are shortstop
Housto~ Akin, second baseman Tim Morgan, outfielder
Russell Vollmer and first baseman Bill Dowdle.
Billy Patrick, a junior who is unbeaten in his collegiate
career, and Bob Moseley head the mound staff.
After an opening loss to tough Tennessee, the Memphis
State track team is unbeaten in dual competition. Coach
Glenn Johnson's squad is deficient in the distance races,
but strength in the hurdles and sprints compensates.
David Hathcock, an all-around performer, has grabbed
most of the track headlines. He has three new school
records among his accomplishements, including a 26-point
performance against ArkaP..sas State.
The golfers are unbeaten in dual meets with Arkansas,
Notre Dame and Missouri, and finished second in the
LSU Tournament. Ken Lindsay, Buddy McEwen, Larry
Campbell and Danny Gibson head the link team.
Inexperience and rugged competition have added up
to no wins for the tennis team, but the netmen expect
to improve their record as the season progresses.
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The most stunning upset at Memorial Fieldhouse this season
was Memphis State's 83-65 victory over Loyola of Chicago, the
defending national champion. Rebound work like this from
Bob Neumann (left) and Jamie McMahan (12) played a key
role in the win.

SPRING SPORTS SCHEDULE
Mon. Apr. 13
Wed. Apr. 15
Thu. Apr. 16
Fri. ~pr. 17
Sat. Apr. 18
Mort. Apr. 20
Fri. Apr. 24
Sat. Apr. 25
Tue. Apr. 28
Thu. Apr. 30
Apr. 29-May 2
Sat. May 2
Tue . May 5
Wed. May 6
Thu . May 7
Fri. May 8
Sat. May 9
Sat. May 23

Golf- a t Miss. St.
Baseba ll- North Dakota
Baseba ll- North D akota
Golf- LSU and Ole Miss
Track- SE Missouri
Baseba ll- a t Arkansas State
Golf- Memphis Country C lub
Tennis- at Delta State
Track- at Louisiana Tech & SE Louisiana
Base ba ll- at Florence State
Baseba ll- Murray State
Baseball- Arkansas State
Golf- Southern Intercollegiate at
Ath ens , Ga.
Track- Murray Sta te
Baseball- Delta State
Tennis- North Texas
Baseball- at SE Missouri
Baseball- at M cKendree
T ennis- at Murray State
Baseball- at M cKendree
Track-at Miss . St .
Track- USTFF Meet at Memphis
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MEMPHIS STATE ALUMNI THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
CLASS NOTES

1943
Jeanette Sterrett Joyner, wife of A. J .
"Monk" Joyner, is now a professional
golfer at Windyke Country Club, Germantown, Tennessee.
1948

William L. (Bill) Waller is district
attorney in mid-Mississippi_ He recently received national attention as
prosecutor in the trial of Byron De La
Beckwith.
Major William M. Connor of Huntingdon, Tenn., is a member of the
366th Tactical Fighter Wing at Holloman AFB, New Mexico.
1949
Robert Lesley Guy works for the
Navy IBM testing service in Lake Bluff,
Illinois.

1933

1947
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Bill Riggins, president of the Bill
Riggins Realty Company, has been
elected secretary-treasurer of the Real
Estate Board of Memphis.

1955
Herbert Ernest, Jr. is the comptroller
for American Motors Memphis office.

Thomas Bell Graham is in the language school at the American Embassy
in Tokyo, Japan. He is married to the
former Ann Seay, '55.

1949
Pete Sisson has been elected
Memphis City Commissioner of
Public Works. He was formerly
associated with Denby Brandon
and Associates in Memphis as
manager of the Group and Pension
department and is currently president of the Shelby County alumni
chapter.

1951
William R. Morat has been named
District Sales Manager for Surety Life
Insurance Company in Memphis.
Paul E. Solaski is with Kemper Insurance in Atlanta, Georgia, as a fil:e
protection engineer covering the Southeastern states.
Neil S. Gustafson is Bursar at the
University of Tennessee in Memphis.

1961

Capt. Frank D. Grabowski of Memphis has been selected Outstanding
Navigator of the Year at Harmon AFB,
Newfoundland, where he is a member
of SAC's 376th Air Refueling Squadron.

Franklin R. Parker is doing graduate
work in Business Administration at the
University of Minnesota.

1958

S/Sgt. Ken Carter is touring the
country as soloist and master of ceremonies of the USAF Singing Sergeants.
They are stationed at Bolling AFB .in
Washington, D . C.

James L. Hartline is controller of
Gaines Manufacturing Co., McKenzie,
Tennessee Mrs. Hartline is the former
Jo Ellen :M ills, '60.
Allen Bates is appearing on WKNOTV as the popular Mr. Be in the children's show, "All Aboard with Mr. Be."

1962

Miss Barbara Joyce Franklin is teaching in the Dallas, Texas, public school
system.
rol<>

1953
Marjorie L. East is teaching special
education in Jackson, Tenn., at Parkview School.

C. J. Vaught, Jr., of Memphis, owns
his own business, the Great Southern
Corp. He is married to the former Ann
Hamilton, '53 They haxe six children.

1950
William S. Lowry of Redwood City,
Calif., is with the General Electric
Company, traveling over all the western part of the United States including
Hawaii.
Dr. Joe G. Taylor is on the faculty of
McNeese College, Lake Charles, Louisiana, in the Department of Social
Science.

Otis Imboden, Jr. has been proposed for membership in the exclusive Explorer's Club by Lowell
Thomas. He is a photographer for
National Georgaphics. His wife is
the former Joan Rentz.

1952
W. Alvin Holmes has been appointed
senior brokerage consultant for Conn ecticut General Life Insurance in
Nashville, Tennessee.

1954
Captain Peyton C. McFarland of Memphis has been assigned to Shaw AFB,
S. C., with the Tactical Air Command.

Edward G. Humphreys of Cordova, was named Farmer of the
Year by the Memphis Agricultural
Club. He is a former president of
the Shelby County Farm Bureau,
a member of the Tennessee Board
of Agriculture and on the Memphis and Shelby County Planning
Board. Mr. Humphreys is a former president of the Memphis
State Alumni Association.
1936
Colonel George A. Guy is stationed
with the Air Force in Boston, Mass.
James L. Guy is a professor of engineering at Christian Brothers College
in Memphis.
1939
Gorden Lawhead has returned to
Memphis from N ew York where he was
national sales representative with RKO
General. H e has accepted the newly
created position of Director of Public
Affa irs, both radio and t-v for WHBQ.

1951
Earley Bradshaw, Memphis,
has
opened his own firm, Bradshaw Realty
Co. He formerly was with Marx &
Bensdorf, Inc., in the commercial and
industrial real estate department.

1957

Captain Archibald E. Gordon is a
flight instructor in the USAF, stationed
at Valdosta, Ga. He will receive his
master's degree from Baylor University
in June, 1964.
Bill "Bear" ,M cClain, head basketball
coach for Treadwell High School in
Me mphis, led his team to the state
high school championship, being voted
in number one position by the Associated Press for six straight weeks.
The Eagles were upset in the state
tournament semifinals after a 36-game
winning streak.
Frank Mitchell is business manager
for American Motors Corp. in Atlanta,
Georgia.
1956
Samuel David Gould is in the personnel department at E. L. Bruce Company
in Memphis.

James Fulmore Harwell, Jr. is teaching music in the Franklin, N. C., school
system. Last year, he was named
"Young Man of the Year" by the Franklin Jaycees.
1957

William Bryan Forrester lives in
Dallas, Texas. His wife is the former
Roberta Stewart, '57. He is the minister of Northaven Methodist Church
in Dallas.
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NEW YORK CITY-Jerry Barber, '55,
provided the entertainment for this active group's January m eeting at the
Famous Kitchen Restaurant and on
February 19, president Tommy Grace,
'50, led them in meeting the Memphis
State basketball team at the airport.
The next night there were twenty-one
loyal Tiger supporters at Madison
Square Garden as NYU ended this
year's hopes of attending the NIT. Following the g'ame the group entertained
the team and visitors from Memphis at
the Manhattan Hotel.
The next meeting is scheduled for
May 9.
WASHING TON, D. C.-Victor Adler,
'50, president of the chapter, visited
the campus in December and reports a
December meeting and one on March 7
at Gusti's Restaurant. There are now
close to thirty members.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE - Preceding the Vanderbilt Invitational Basketball Tournament, fifty MSU alumni
and friends met at the Town Square
Restaurant at a dinner organized by
Shelton Harrison, '59 and John January,
'62, as a prelude to forming a Nashville
alumni chapter.
Shelton, appointed temporary chairman by Jack McNeil, president of the
Alumni Association, will head the committee establishing the chapter.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE- The newest membe r of the alumni chapter roll
was formed March 25, when thirty-two
graduates of the Law School met to
form the Law School Alumni Chapter.
A constitution was adopted and the
following officers elected : Abe D. Waldauer, president; J. Woodrow Norvell,
vice-president; Mrs. Wilena Bejach,
secretary; P. R. Philp, treasurer.
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Edward Hunt of Memphis, is
sociology at Arizona State UniTempe, Ariz.

I-

~

George Lewis of Memphis has been
elected an assistant cashier at the First
National Bank of Memphis.
Mrs. Jere Lee Somervell Lindsey is
married to Lt. (jg) James Michael
Lindsey, United States Naval Reserve.
He is with the Air Early Warning
Squadron stationed at Barber's Point,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

SPRING 1964

ALUMNI CHAPTERS

1964

odd is in sales with the Kraft
vision of National Dairy Prodemphis.
Taveggia of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., is in pharmaceutical sales with
Charles Pfizer headquartered at Norfolk, Va.
Henry Howard McBride is with International Harvester's farm equipment
division in Memphis.
Robert Biddle is in the Engineering
department of E. I . Dupont Company
based in Martinsville, Va.

Mr. Waldauer
Dean of the Law School Robert Cox
welcomed the group back to the university and reported on the progress
being made toward accreditation
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MEMPHIS STATE ALUMNI THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
CLASS NOTES

1943
Jeanette Sterrett Joyner, wife of A. J .
"Monk" Joyner, is now a professional
golfer at Windyke Country Clu b, Germantown, Tennessee.

1951
Earley Bradshaw, M em ph is, has
opened h is own firm , Bradshaw Realty
Co. He fo rme rly was w ith Marx &
B e n sdorf, Inc., in t h e commercia l and
industrial real estate depart m e nt.

1948
W illia m L (Bill) Waller is district
attorney in mid-Mississippi, He recently received national att ention as
prosecutor in t he trial of Byron De La
Beckwith.
Major William M. Connor of Huntin gdon , T e nn ., is a memb
366th T actical Figh ter Wi ng
man AFB, N ew Mexico-.

1952
W. Alvin H olmes h as been a ppointed
se n ior broke rage cons ultant for Conn ecticut General L ife I nsu ran ce in
N ash ville, T en n essee.

~
m
~

Edward G. Humphreys of Cordova , w as named Farmer of the
Year by t he Memphis Agricultural
Club. He is a former president of
the Shelby County Farm Bureau,
a member of the Tennessee Board
of Agr iculture and on t he Mem ph is and Shelby County Planning
Board . Mr. Humphreys is a former president of the Memphis
Stat e Alumni Association.

1939
Gorden Lawhead h as r eturn ed to
Memph is from N ew Y o rk whe r e h e was
nationa l sales rep r esentative with R K O
Gene r al. H e h as accepted t h e n ewly
created position of D irector of P u blic
Affai r s, both radio and t-v for W HBQ.

1947
Otis Imboden, Jr. has been proposed for membership in t he exclusive Ex plorer 's Club by Low ell
Thomas. He is a photographer for
National Georgaphics. His w ife is
the former Joan Rentz.
18
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1950
William S. Lowry of R ed
Ca lif., is w ith t h e Gen e r a
Company, traveling ove r all
e m pa rt of th e United States
H awaii.
Dr. Joe G. Taylor is on th e
McN eese College, Lake Cha
isiana, in th e Department
Scien ce.

Capt. Frank D. Grabowski of Memphis has been selected Outstanding
Navigator of the Yea r at Harmon AFB,
N ewfoundland, whe re he is a member
of SAC's 376th Air Refu eling Squadron .
1958

S/Sgt. Ken Carter is touring the
country as soloist and master of ceremonies of the USAF Singing Sergeants.
They are stationed at Bolling AFB _in
Washington, D. C.

James L. Hartline is controller of
Gaines Manufacturing Co., McKenzie,
Tennessee. Mrs. Hartline is the former
Jo Ellen .M ills, '60.
Allen Bates is appearing on WKNOTV as the popular Mr. Be in the children's show, "All Aboard with Mr. Be."

G. Dee W illis is Professor of Economics in the School of Business Administration at Wofford College, Spartanburg, S. C.

1933

1949
Pete Sisson
Memphis City
Public W orks. He was
a ssociated with
and Associat es in Me
manager of the Group an
department and is curren
dent of the Shelby Count
chapter.

1961

Franklin R. Parker is doing graduate
work in Business Administration at the
University of Minnesota.

Roy L. Buchanan is train master for
the St. Lou is-San Francisco Railroad
at Chaffee, Missouri.

1949
R obert Lesley Guy w ork
N avy IBM testi ng service in
Ill inois.

1936
Colonel George A. Guy is st ation ed
with the Air F o r ce in B oston, Mass.
James L. Guy is a professor of e ngineering at Christia n Brothe rs College
in Mem phis .

1957
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1951
William R . Morat h as been n a m ed
D istrict Sales Ma na ge r for Surety Life
I ns ura n ce Compa ny in Memph is.
Paul E . S olaski is w ith K empe r Ins u rance in Atla nta, Georgia, as a fii:e
p r ot ection e ngin ee r cove ring th e Southeas t e rn s tates .
Neil S . Gusta fs on is Bursar at the
U nive rs ity of T e nnessee in Memphis.

a.mes
ore Harwell, Jr. is teaching music in the Franklin, N. C., school
system . Last y ear, he was named
"Young Man of the Y ear" by the Franklin Jaycees.
1957
William Bryan Forrester lives in
Dallas, T exas. His wife is the former
R obe rta Stewart, '57. He is the min iste r of No r thaven Met hodist Church
in Dallas.

THE COLUMNS

Miss Barbara Joyce Franklin is teaching in the Dallas, Texas, public school
system.
Carole Smith has joined American
Airlines as a stewardess based in New
York City.
John H . Shute, Jr. of Memphis is
working in the Marketing Research
Department for Bruce Carton Co. of
Memphis.

1959

1963

Bill Byrd is the Claim Agent for the
Frisco Railroad in Memphis. He travels Arkansas and Missouri.

Carolyn Elizabeth Dabbs is working
on her master's degree at the University of Kentucky.

Gail Howard Clark, who lives in San
Jose, Calif., recently gave birth to her
first child, a boy.

Lt. James Wilson Freeman is now
stationed at Keesler AFB, Mississippi.

1960

Joel Edward Parker, Selmer, T ennessee, received his doctor's degree from
the University of Tennessee Medical
School in March and is now interning
at John Gaston Hospital in Memphis.
.Mary Pendergrast reigned over
York's International Golf Show.
is a former "Miss Dixie Belle" of
for the Memphis Cotton Carnival
Holiday Inns Cover Girl.

II
C

1962

N ew
She
1960
and

1961

Patsy Allen has bee n named News
Writer in the Baptist Sunday School
Board's Office of Denominational Relations in Nashville.
Charles F. Barrett, Corning, New
York, has accepted the position of instructor of economics at State University of New York at Buffalo effective
Sept. 1, 1963.
William Raymond Hawkins of Memphis is a salesman for Humko and
travels in Mississippi, Alabama and
Kentucky.
Martha Jean Owen Hogenboom attended graduate school at Pennsylvania
State University and now lives in Willoughby, Ohio with her husband, Stephen B., who is a chemist.
George Lewis of Memphis has been
elected an assistant cashier at the First
National Bank of Memphis.
Mrs. Jere Lee Somervell Lindsey is
married to Lt. (jg) James Michael
Lindsey, United States Naval Reserve.
He is with the Air Early Warning
Squadron stationed at Barber's Point,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

SPRING 1964

Second Lieutenant Charles I. James
of Humboldt, Tenn., is being reassigned_
to Otis AFB, Mass., following his graduation from the USAF course for
weapons controllers at Tyndall AFB,
Florida.
Rev. James ,M . Latimer of Memphis
is now in the Seminary of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church at McKe nzie,
Tenn. His wife, the former Catherine
Grogan, '62 teaches at Cher.okee School.
Lora Lea Leonard, living in Louisville, is teaching in the J efferson County School System in Kentucky.
Robert Barris Gould is now teaching
geography at Morehead College, Moreh ead, Kentucky.
Eugene M. Wade Jr., Memphis, rereived his law degree from Memphis
State in 1963. He is currently serving
as the vice chairman of the Memphis
and Shelby County Planning Commission.

ALUMNI CHAPTERS
NEW YORK CITY-Jerry Barber, '55,
provided the entertainment for this active group's January meeting at the
Famous Kitchen Restaurant and on
February 19, president Tommy Grace,
'50, led them in meeting the Memphis
State basketball team at the airpo r t .
The next night there were twenty-one
loyal Tiger supporters at Madison
Square Garden as NYU ended this
year's hopes •of attending the NIT. Following the game the group entertained
the team and visitors fro m Memph is at
the Manhattan Hotel.
The next meeting is scheduled for
May 9.
WASHINGTON, D. C.- Victor Adler,
'50, president of the chapter, visited
the campus in December and repor ts a
December meeting and one on March 7
at Gusti's Restaurant. There are now
close to thirty members.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE - Preceding the Vanderbilt Invitational Basketball Tournament, fifty MSU alumni
and friends met at the Town Square
Restaurant at a dinner organized by
Shelton Harrison, '59 and John January,
'62, as a prelude to forming a Nashville
alumni chapter.
Shelton, appointed temporary chairman by Jack McNeil, president of the
Alumni Association, will head the committee establishing the chapter.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE- The newest member of the alumni chapter roll
was formed March 25, when thirty-two
graduates of the Law School met to
form the Law School Alumni Chapter.
A constitution was adopted and the
following officers elected: Abe D. Waldauer, president; J. Woodrow Norvell,
vice-president; Mrs. Wilena Bejach,
secretary; P. R. Philp, treasurer.

Walter Edward Hunt of Memphis, is
teaching sociology at Arizona State University in Tempe, Ariz.
1964

David Todd is in sales with the Kraft
Foods Division of National Dairy Products in Memphis.
Thomas Taveggia of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., is in pharmaceutical sales with
Charles Pfizer headquartered at Norfolk, Va.
Henry Howard McBride is with International Harvester's farm equipme nt
division in Memphis.
Robert Biddle is in the Engineering
department of E. I. Dupont Company
based in Martinsville, Va.

Mr. Waldauer
Dean of the -Law School Robert Cox
welcomed the group back to the university and reported on the progress
being made toward accreditation
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c:lsay
101n the drive to support our university!
memphis state needs a strong an d effective
alumni organiza t ion.
saturday, may 9 has been designated memphis
state's I st alumni day. at I 0:00 a.m. in the msu
auditorium you are invited to hear dr. cecil c.
humphreys discuss "memphis state needs its
alumni."
the alumni day theme is "see five, so that msu
will thrive." your help is asked in visiting the
homes of five memphis state alumn i and encouragin g them to join the alumni asso ciation.
in th e evening an informal supper is plan ned
on camp us for you and a guest.

